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The Making of a Champion.

2016

Lithuania orders 91 BOXER

2015

Germany orders second batch of 131 BOXER

2013

First BOXER delivered to Netherlands army

2011-2014
2009
2008/2009

Deployment of German BOXER to Afghanistan with outstanding results
First BOXER delivered to German army
End of main development phase

2006

DEU + NLD series production contract covering 472 vehicles

2004

UK leaves BOXER programme

2002-2004

Production, testing and qualification of prototypes

2001

Trilateral development contract (DEU + UK + NLD)

1999

Bilateral development contract (DEU + UK, exit of FRA)

1998-1999

BOXER MIV UK footprint

Competitive tender and bid phase (FRA + DEU)
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Muscles and Bones.
MOBILITY

MODULARITY

• 8x8 vehicle for superior
operational and tactical
mobility
• Speed > 65 mph
• Range > 620 miles
• Power to weight 22.5 hp/t.

• Unique revolutionary layout:
Standard Drive Module,
wide range of Mission
Modules
• Exchange of Mission
Modules < 60 min

• 14 - 17.5 m³ of protected
volume
• Overmatch against
all types of mines,
indirect and direct
ballistic projectiles

• Built-in growth potential up
to 38.5 t
• Crew: max. 11

PROTECTION
BOXER MIV UK footprint

PAYLOAD
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Roll With the Punches – and Hit Hard.
• The BOXER platform comprises a
Drive Module and a Mission Module.
• The concept has been jointly
developed by the United Kingdom,
Germany and the Netherlands.
• The modular concept allows
adaptation to an unsurpassed range
of capability requirements: with a
change of Mission Modules possible
in less than 60 min.
• Exceptional flexibility in operation,
and unique through-life savings
through progressive capability
adaption of Mission Modules.

BOXER MIV UK footprint

Mission Module

Drive Module
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An Extremely Versatile Fighter.
DUTCH versions

GERMAN versions
Armoured
Medical
Treatment
Vehicle

Command
Post
Driver
Training

APC

Engineer
Group Vehicle

MedEvac

Cargo

Command
Post

LITHUANIAN versions

IFV
Squad
BOXER MIV UK footprint

IFV
Platoon

IFV
CompCom
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Key Advantages of Modularity.

1

Cost savings during development – the design of Mission Modules can be re-used or
modified from the current BOXER portfolio, thereby saving time and cost

2

Cost savings in procurement – less vehicles are required because fleet
availability can be maintained by exchanging Mission Modules

3

Cost savings during life-time – extending the vehicle life by effective fleet
management - distributing the wear and tear across the entire fleet

4

Cost savings during operation – e.g. transport only what needs transporting

5

Ease of maintenance and flexibility of strategic transportation e.g. splitting drive
and Mission Modules to suit specific aircraft ( >32 t in an A400M )

6

Modularity also provides higher levels of protection – e.g. unique blast protection
due to de-coupling of modules
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Who’s in it?

BOXER MIV UK footprint
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The Industrial Set-up.

Responsibilities of ARTEC
• Programme Management
• Systems Engineering
• Configuration Management
• ILS Management
• Contract Administration
• Business Development

Located in Munich
Founded in 1999
BOXER MIV UK footprint
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The Procurement Model.
The Netherlands
200 vehicles
5 versions

Germany
405 vehicles
4 versions

Lithuania
91 vehicles
5 versions

Co-ordinating
Official Services

Co-ordinating
Industry

BOXER MIV UK footprint
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What’s in it for the United Kingdom?

BOXER MIV UK footprint
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The Direct Path to Full Operational Capability.
BOXER
procurement
is low risk
The BOXER is fully qualified against the requirements of its user nations plus
the United Kingdom.
The BOXER is in service in Germany and the Netherlands – and from 2018 in
Lithuania – providing the United Kingdom with the opportunity to select an offthe-shelf capability and a low risk procurement route via current versions.
The BOXER is battle proven: From 2011 to 2014, the German Army operated
the vehicle in Afghanistan, highly esteemed by the troops, the MoD and the
parliament – this is the vehicle that brings soldiers home safe.
The BOXER is in ongoing series production with 696 vehicles in 12 versions –
design and production mature.
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The Best of Both Worlds # 1 – Collaboration.
Advantages
of procuring
via OCCAR

Benefits from existing contract and transparent pricing for basic vehicle already
procured by Germany, The Netherlands and Lithuania.
Benefits from expertise and capacities at OCCAR, and by re-joining the
programme the UK will be able to capitalise on its previous and current
investments in OCCAR, including access to IPR.
Cost savings during delivery: Utilising OCCAR as the UK’s procurement arm will
provide significant cost reduction.
Lifetime cost savings after delivery: Full access to previous BOXER
development activity, and co-ordinated multi-national further development
maintaining commonality and interoperability across BOXER user nations.
Saving delivery time: OCCAR avoids the delays and costs associated with
running a complex competitive procurement.

BOXER MIV UK footprint
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The Best of Both Worlds # 2 – Competition.
2nd step of competition

1st step of competition

Process

Identifying
potential and
capable UK level 1
partners and
forming a
UK team

2nd stage of competition:
Competition within the existing
UK supply chain(s) of the
selected
top level partners

Competition within the UK top
level team on representative
BOXER assemblies,
components, activities

Identifying and qualifying strategic UK partners (OEMs, UK companies already involved in
BOXER manufacturing, contractors with special expertise)
•
•
•

Rationale

1st stage of competition:

•
•

Use of existing facilities, avoiding additional
investment.
Capitalise on excellence of UK top level partners.
Benefit from UK-specific know-how incl. “UK eyes
only“.
Ensuring maximum UK workshare.
Ensuring maximum GBP payments and reducing cost
risk of exchange rate volatility EUR-GBP associated
with BREXIT.

BOXER MIV UK footprint
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•
•
•
•

BEST
VALUE
FOR
MONEY

Access to various UK supply chains
via top level partners.
Minimising risk by involving
established supplier-base.
Best price by negotiating power of UK
top level partners.
Low risk approach managing UK
industry within the UK.
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Employment…
Members of the current “UK
team” of top level partners

BOXER MIV UK footprint

Currently identified
strategic suppliers
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…sustainably.

Export from UK

Advantages

3

• Benefit from possibly attractive
GBP foreign exchange currency
rates.
• Access to further export markets.
• Maintains the German and
Netherlands production lines for
expected national demands.

2
Use fully
established UK
BOXER
manufacturing
infrastructure

BOXER MIV UK footprint

1
Provide components
not manufactured in
the UK or not part of
contracted UK
BOXER production
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